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Noel was more than poor, he was a poor college student. He was a poor college student but before

that, he was normally poor and applied for a loan at the height of inflation, which means high-interest

rates. He got a loan 2 days before the recession hit. The loan he got was for $545,000 at a 4% interest rate

or an increase of $21,752 a year.

Years y=x21,752+545,000 Total Debts

1 year (1)21,752+545,000 $566,752

2 years (2)21,752+545,000 $588,504

3 years (3)21,752+545,000 $610,256

4 years (4)21,752+545,000 $632,008

5 years (5)21,752+545,000 $653,760



Which meant he had ramen 4 times a day, was 500,000$ in debt, and unemployed. Noel being the

optimist, thought that he would get a job straight out of college. That was 6 months ago, he was getting

desperate.

He then remembered his uncle worked for the NFL! Not only did he work for them, but he also

owned the Philadelphia EAGLES. A statisins dream, make one stat a year and get a 6 figure salary. He

called his uncle and they talked for about 30 minutes. After 30 minutes his uncle said, “Impress me with

an NFL stat that you made and I’ll get you an interview.” Noel, being more hyped than ever, made his

NFL revolutionizing statistic.

On the day of the interview, Noel put on the nicest rented suit he could afford. He even ubered to

the Lincoln Financial stadium. He was dressed to impress and his stats were ready to blow the socks off

any head coach in the league. He walks through security and goes onto the field where they were having

their meeting. While walking to the table Dicker the kicker does a practice punt, that Noel receives

perfectly. (Noel was a 5 start D1 football wide receiver.) He then spins and moves past the entire Eagle’s

team who all tried to tackle him. After juking Darius Slay and scoring a touchdown, he finally gets to the

meeting table. Where all the owners and executives of the Eagles football teams wait. He presents his



alright stats, which the execs offer him the 6 figure job for, and when Noel and Jeffery Lurie (Owner of

the eagles.) are about to shake hands. But then the offensive coach burst into the room and yelled,

“DON’T HIRE THAT MAN… as a statistician, he broke our entire team's ankles and they are unable to

play!” Noel responds with “Aye, I gotchu I’ll play.”

So on Sunday night, when the Eagles play the Cowboys, Noel is the only person to walk onto the

field. And he receives the punt. He does a triple front flip over their entire special teams, making them

look up so fast they pull a muscle in their necks, making them temporarily unable to play. Whilst scoring

a touchdown. He then does the kick-off by himself, because Dicker the kicker tore his ACL. He then runs

across the field at 10 yards in 1 second for a total of 50 yards. He starts at the 50 yard line and the

receivers at the opposing 5 yard line.

Seconds x10+50 Total yards

1 (1)10+50 60

2 (2)10+50 70

3 (3)10+50 80

4 (4)10+50 90

4.5 (4.5)10+50 95



He breaks the fastest 10 yards by .1 seconds but keeps up the pace across the field. He then

proceeds to slide through the legs of a blocker. He then proceeds to go the speed of light and tie the

receiver's shoelaces together, which causes him to trip. And fumble the ball which Noel scoops up and

scores with.

By the end of the first quarter, Noel had juked, jumped over, slid under, and sacked every player

on Dallas’s team. And with everyone on their team getting whiplash, sprained ankles, or tackled to the

other side of the stadium they reveal their trump card, Kanye West steps onto the field as Dallas’s new star

QB. Because he doesn’t have an O-line or any on to throw/run it so he decides to just try his best, to jump

over Noel. He gets a water boy to hike the ball to him, and he instantly lunges forward and uses the water

boy as a launch pad, he then jumps at a rate of 4 for a second for 5 seconds. Noel then uses the water boy

whos now flattened down by Kanye, as a spring board jumps after him at a rate of 3 feet a second for 5

seconds,



Kanye

Seconds x4+2.5 Feet Jumped

1 (1)4+2.5 6.5

2 (2)4+2.5 10.5

3 (3)4+2.5 14.5

4 (4)4+2.5 18.5

5 (5)4+2.5 22.5



Noel

Seconds x3+1 Feet jumped

1 (1)3+1 4

2 (2)3+1 7

3 (3)3+1 10

4 (4)3+1 13

5 (5)3+1 16



narrowly missing Kanye’s calf but grabbing on to his Yeezys, that add an extra 6 inches to his

height. Pulling him back down to the earth, spraining his ankle, and taking out Dalla’s last chance. The

Cowboys then forfeit the game, and Noel gets paid $500,000,000 per game he plays. When he goes on to

paying off his debts, and buying top ramen (the company), he lives happily ever after.


